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1. INTRODUCTION
The City of La Vista, in partnership with Metropolitan Community College, has made a
significant investment in the community with the new La Vista Public LibraryMCC
Sarpy Center. The city's desire is that this project be the standard of quality for all
Commercial Building Projects within the City of La Vista. Consequently, the City of La
Vista has developed the Commercial Building Design Guide and Criteria that deals with
the design of the site, building and structures, planting, signs, street hardware, and
miscellaneous other objects that are observed by the public.

The Southport development will serve as a gateway to the City of La Vista. This coupled
with the size of the overall development, led the City of La Vista and the Southport
developer to jointly establish this set of Design Guidelines that are unique for the
Southport development. These guidelines supercede the Commercial Building Design
Guide and Criteria (dated 15 September 1999) that are in effect elsewhere in the City of
La Vista.
The criteria contained herein are not intended to restrict imagination, innovation, or
variety, but rather to assist in focusing on design principles that can result in creative
solutions that will develop a satisfactory visual appearance within the Southport
development, preserve taxable values, and promote the public health, safety, and welfare.
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3. DEFINITIONS

Appearance. The outward aspect visible
to the public.
Appropriate. Sympathetic, or fitting, to
the context of the site and the whole
community.
Appurtenances. The visible, functional
objects accessory to and part of
buildings.

Compatibility. Harmony in the
appearance of two or more external
design features in the same vicinity.
Conservation. The protection and care
that prevent destruction or
deterioration of historical or otherwise
significant structures, buildings, or
natural resources.
Cornice. A horizontal molded projection
that crowns or completes a building or
wall.

Architectural concept. The basic
aesthetic idea of a building, or group
of buildings or structures, including
the site and landscape development,
that produces the architectural
character.

Eclectic. Choosing what appears to be
the best fiom diverse sources, systems,
or styles.

Architectural feature. A prominent or
significant part or element of a
building, structure, or site.

Exterior building component. An
essential and visible part of the
exterior of a building.

Architectural style. The characteristic
form and detail, as of buildings of a
particular historic period.

External design feature. The general
arrangement of any portion of a
building, sign, landscaping, or
structure and including the kind, color,
and texture of the materials of such
portion, and the types of roof,
windows, doors, lights, attached or
ground signs, or other fixtures
appurtenant to such portions as will be
open to public view fiom any street,
place, or way.

Attractive. Having qualities that arouse
interest or pleasure in the observer.
Berm. A raised form of earth to provide
screening or to improve the aesthetic
character.
City. City of La Vista
Code. The Municipal Code of the City of
La Vista.
Cohesiveness. Unity of composition
between design elements of a building
or a group of buildings and the
landscape development.
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Graphic element. A letter, illustration,
symbol, figure, insignia, or other
device employed to express and
illustrate a message or part thereof.
Harmony. A quality that represents an
appropriate and congruent arrangement
of parts, as in an arrangement of varied
architectural and landscape elements.
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Landscape. Plant materials, topography,
and other natural physical elements
combined in relation to one another
and to man-made structures.
Light cut-oflangle. An angle from
vertical, extending downward from a
luminaire, which defines the maximum
range of incident illumination outward
at the ground plane.
Logic of design. Accepted principles and
criteria of validity in the solution of the
problem of design.
Mechanical equipment. Equipment,
devices, and accessories, the use of
which relates to water supply,
drainage, heating, ventilating, air
conditioning, and similar purposes.
Miscellaneous structures. Structures,
other than buildings, visible from
public ways. Examples are: memorials,
stagings, antennas, water tanks and
towers, sheds, shelters, fences and
walls, kennels, transformers, drive-up
facilities.
Plant materials. Trees, shrubs, vines,
ground covers, grass, perennials,
annuals, and bulbs.
Proportion. Balanced relationship of
parts of a building, landscape,
structures, or buildings to each other
and to the whole.
Scale. Proportional relationship of the
size of parts to one another and to the
human figure.
Screening. Structure of planting that
conceals from view from public ways
the area behind such structure or
planting.
1 September 2002

Shrub. A multi-stemmed woody plant
other than a tree.
Site break. A structural or landscape
device to interrupt long vistas and
create visual interest in a site
development.
Street hardware. Man-made objects
other than buildings that are part of the
streetscape. Examples are: lamp posts,
utility poles, traffic signs, benches,
litter containers, planting containers,
letter boxes, fire hydrants.
Streetscape. The scene as may be
observed along a public street or way
composed of natural or man-made
components, including buildings,
paving, planting, street hardware, and
miscellaneous structures.
Structure. Anything constructed or
erected, the use of which requires
permanent or temporary location on or
in the ground.
Utilitarian structure. A structure or
enclosure relating to mechanical or
electrical services to a building or
development.
Utility hardware. Devices such as poles,
crossarms, transformers and vaults, gas
pressure regulating assemblies,
hydrants, and buffalo boxes that are
used for water, gas, oil, sewer,eand
electrical services to a building or a
project.
Utility service. Any device, including .
wire, pipe, and conduit, which carries
gas, water, electricity, oil and
communications into a building or
development.
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4. SOUTHPORT'S VISION
It is anticipated that the Southport development will be built out with the following
project types:
-0flce Buildings
-Retail Buildings (includes hospitality and "box" stores).
-Flex Space Buildings.
As a gateway development to the City of La Vista, it is important for Southport to pull
the diverse project types listed above together into a development that has a sense of
place and visual continuity created by common:
-Style
-Site Elements
-Building Elements
-Color Palettes
Each of the unifying elements listed above are discussed in more detail within their
respective sections of this document.
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5. SOUTHPORT'S STYLE

I. GENERAL STYLE REQUIREMENTS
A. Every building within the Southport development shall have an eclectic style that is
weighted towards the historical which will give the development life and vitality from
the complexity and detail of building forms, richness of materials and detailing, and
commonality of materials and colors. Office buildings within Southport can develop a
contemporary interpretation of the historically eclectic style. See the Building
Elements section of this document for further clarification.
11. SPECIFIC STYLE REQUIREMENTS
A. All buildings shall have a recognizable base, mid-faqade (or middle), and cornice.
Proportionally the mid-fagade shall comprise the largest percentage of the building,
followed by the base, which, in turn, is followed by the cornice.
1. A recognizable base can be achieved by, but not limited to:
a. Change in plane between the base and mid-faqade
b. Change of material from the mid-faqade.
2. A recognizable mid-faqade (middle) shall:
a. Be compromised of the main primary building material(s).
3. A recognizable cornice can be achieved by, but not limited to:
a. Change in plane between the cornice and mid-faqade.
b. Change of material from the mid-faqade.
B. WINDOWS/ MULLIONS
1. In keeping with the historically weighted eclectic style selected for the Southport
development, it is desirable that all window openings would be smaller scaled
"punched" windows. Horizontal strip windows will not be allowed. However, in
understanding the needs of modem day business, the following will also be
allowed:
a. Office buildings: The mid-faqade (middle) could entirely or partially be
comprised of a curtain-wall window system.
b. Retail Buildings: May have larger scaled "store-front" type openings.
c. Flex Space Buildings: May have larger scaled "store-front" type openings.
2. All window mullions shall be natural aluminum in color.
C. ROOFS
1. All buildings shall have either flat roofs or pitched roofs.
a. Flat roofs shall have a slope of less than 1/12. They may be either adhered or
ballasted. If adhered the membrane shall be in the lighter color ranges.
b. Pitched Roofs shall have a slope of 6/12. They shall be comprised of standing
seam metal roofing of the color ranges as shown in Appendix L.
D. DIVERSITY OF BUILDING MATERIALS
- Every building shall have a minimum of (3) and a maximum of (5) primary andlor
secondary building materials.
1. Office Building Requirements
a. The base shall be constructed from (1) or more of the Secondary building
materials listed below or brick (clay) only if mid-facade is something other
than brick.
I September 2002
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The mid-faqade (or middle) shall be constructed from (1) or more of the
Primary building materials listed below. The Primary building materials shall
comprise a minimum of 75% of the mid-faqade. The remaining 25% can be
comprised of the Secondary building materials.
The cornice shall be constructed from (1) or more of the Secondary building
materials listed below or brick (clay) only if mid-facade is something other
than brick.
Primary Building Materials allowed for Office Buildings:
- Brick (clay) of the color ranges as shown in Appendix J.
- Tinted or reflective glass of a density to conceal the interior furnishings.
Glass shall be in the green color ranges. Clear glass may be used at office
building entry1 lobby areas.
Secondary Building Materials allowed for Office Buildings:
- Natural or composite stone laid horizontally in the color ranges as shown in
Appendix K.
- Precast concrete with exposed aggregate and sufficient detail, pattern, or
reveals to give scale. Color shall be in the same color range as that shown
for Natural and Composite Stone in Appendix K.
- Cast-In-Place concrete with exposed aggregate and sufficient detail, pattern,
or reveals to give scale. Color shall be in the same color range as that shown
for Natural and Composite Stone on Appendix K.
- Integrally colored split-faced concrete block. Color shall be in the same
color range as that shown for Brick in Appendix J or for Natural and
Composite Stone in Appendix K.
- Laminated metal panels (Alucobond or similar) of a natural aluminum color.
- Painted split-faced concrete block is only allowed as an accent and may
comprise a maximum of 10% of any single building faqade. Paint color
shall be in the color range as that shown for Brick Color Ranges as shown in
Appendix J, Major Accent Colors as shown in Appendix M, or Minor
Accent Colors as shown in Appendix N.
:tail Building (includes hospitality and "box" stores) Requirements
The base shall be constructed from (1) or more of the Secondary building
materials listed below or brick (clay) only if mid-faqade is something other
than brick.
The mid-faqade (or middle) shall be constructed from ( I ) or more of the
Primary building materials listed below. The primary building materials shall
comprise a minimum of 60% of the mid-faqade. The remaining 40% can be
comprised of the Secondary building materials.
The cornice shall be constructed from (1) or more of the Secondary building
materials listed below or brick (clay) only if mid-faqade is something other
than brick.
Primary Building Materials allowed for Retail Buildings (includes
hospitality and "box" stores):
- Brick (clay) of the color ranges as shown in Appendix J.
- Quick Brick ( An integrally colored concrete block unit 4" high, 16" long of
the color ranges as shown in Appendix J).
- Clear glass or tinted or reflective glass in the green color ranges.
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e. Secondary Buildings Materials allowed for Retail Buildings ( includes
hospitality and "box" stores)
- Natural or Composite stone laid horizontally in the color ranges as shown in
Appendix K.
- Precast concrete with sufficient detail, pattern, or reveals to give scale.
Color shall be in the same color range as that shown for Natural and
Composite Stone in Appendix K.
- Cast-In-Place concrete with sufficient detail, pattern, or reveals to give
scale. Color shall be in the same color range as that shown for Natural and
Composite Stone in Appendix K.
- Integrally colored split-faced concrete block. Color shall be in the same
color range as that shown for Brick in Appendix J or for Natural and
Composite Stone in Appendix K.
- Laminated metal panels (Alucobond or similar) of a natural aluminum color.
- Natural or synthetic stucco (E.I.F.S.). Color shall be in the same color range
as that shown for Brick Color Ranges in Appendix J, Major Accent Colors
as shown in Appendix M, Minor Accent Colors as shown in Appendix N, or
the color ranges as shown in Appendix 0. Color ranges used should relate to
how the stucco is used. For example, if the stucco is being used as a major
accent, the coloration should be from the Major Accent color palette.
- Painted split-faced concrete block is only allowed as an accent and may
comprise a maximum of 10% of any building faqade. Paint color shall be in
the color range as that shown for Brick Color Ranges in Appendix J, Major
Accent Colors in Appendix M, or Minor Accent Colors as shown in
Appendix N.
3. Flex Space Building Requirements:
a. The base shall be constructed from (1) or more of the Secondary Building
materials listed below or Brick (clay) only if mid-faqade is something other than
brick.
b. The mid-faqade (or middle) shall be constructed from (1) or more of the Primary
Building Materials listed below. The Primary Building Materials shall comprise a
minimum of 60% of the mid-faqade. The remaining 40% can be comprised of the
Secondary Building Materials.
c. The cornice shall be constructed from (1) or more of the Secondary building
materials listed below or brick (clay) only if mid-fagade is something other than
brick.
d. Primary Building Materials allowed for Flex Space Buildings:
- Brick (clay) of the color ranges as shown in Appendix J.
- Quick Brick (An integrally colored concrete block unit 4" high, 16" long with
natural mortar joints of the color ranges as shown in appendix J).
- Clear glass or tinted or reflective glass in the green color ranges.
e. Secondary Building Materials allowed for Flex Space Buildings:
- Natural or Composite stone laid horizontally in the color range as shown in
Appendix K.
- Precast Concrete with exposed aggregate and sufficient detail, pattern, or
reveals to give scale. Color shall be in the same color range as that shown for
Natural and Composite Stone in Appendix K.
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- Cast-In-Place concrete with exposed aggregate and sufficient detail, pattern, or

-

-

-

reveals to give scale. Color shall be in the same color range as that shown for
Natural and Composite Stone in Appendix K.
Integrally colored split-faced concrete block. Color shall be in the same color
range as that shown for Brick in Appendix J or for Natural and Composite Stone
in Appendix K.
Laminated metal panels (Alucobund or similar) of a natural aluminum color.
Natural or synthetic stucco (E.I.F.S.). Color shall be in the same color range as
that shown for Brick Color Ranges in Appendix J, Major Accent Colors as
shown in Appendix M, Minor Accent Colors as shown in Appendix N, or the
color ranges as shown in Appendix 0. Color ranges used should relate to how
the stucco is used. For example, if the stucco is being used as a major accent,
the coloration should be from the Major Accent color palette.
Painted split-faced concrete block is only allowed as an accent and may
comprise a maximum of 10% of any building faqade. Paint color shall be in the
color range as that shown for Brick Color Ranges in Appendix J, Major Accent
Colors in Appendix M, or Minor Accent Colors as shown in Appendix N.
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6. SITE ELEMENTS

I. SPECIFIC SITE ELEMENT REQUIREMENTS
A. Serpentine Sidewalks. All project sites that have public frontage on:
- 120thStreet
- Southport Parkway
- Port Grace Boulevard
- Heart of America Drive
- Heart of America Circle
shall provide and install a (4) foot wide serpentine concrete sidewalk that
shall run continuously along that public frontage as shown in Appendix A
and Appendix C. A (5) foot wide public access easement shall be granted
along the (4) foot wide sidewalk where it occurs on private property.
B. Green Space (Primary Streets Frontage). All project sites that have public
frontage on the following primary streets
- Interstate 80
- Giles Road
- 1 2 6 Street
~~
- Harrison Street
shall have a (20) foot wide bermed, landscaped, sodded (unless screening
interstate fence then may be seeded if approved), and irrigated green space
established and maintained continuously along the public frontage of the
streets listed above as shown in Appendix D.
1. Plants for the green space shall be selected from the Plant List as shown
in Appendixes F and G.
2. The area between the adjacent public street pavement and outer edge of
the green space (property line) shall be designed by the Southport
developer and maintained as common areas.
C. Green Space (Secondary Street Footage). All project sites that have public
fronta e on the following secondary streets:
- 120tB Street
- Southport Parkway
- Port Grace Boulevard
- Heart of America Drive
- Heart of America Circle
shall have a (20) foot wide bermed, landscaped, sodded (greenspace and
adjacent right-of-way must be sodded, not seeded), and irrigated green space
established and maintained continuously along the public frontage of the
streets listed above as shown in Appendixes A, B and C.
1. Plants for the green space shall be selected from the plant list as shown
in Appendixes F and G.
2. The area between the adjacent public street curb and the outer edge of
the green space (property line) shall be incorporated into the overall
design of the green space and maintained by the abutting property
owner.
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D. Green Space (interior). A (10) foot wide landscaped, turfed (sodded or
seeded), and irrigated green space shall be established and maintained along
all interior lot lines as shown in Appendix E.
1. Plants for the green space shall be selected from the plant list as shown in
Appendix G.
E. Site Lighting. When a project within Southport wants to incorporate pole
lights into their project to light parking lots, entry plazas, etc., those pole
lights shall be the following:
1. Pedestrian Plaza and Feature lights. These shall be single or double headed
light fixtures on a lower scaled pole as shown in Appendix H.
2. Parking Lot Lights. These shall be single or double headed light fixtures
on a taller pole as shown in Appendix I.
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7. BUILDING ELEMENTS

I. GENERAL BUILDING ELEMENT REQUIREMENTS
A. In order to encourage a proper balance of vitality and cohesiveness within the
Southport development, two sets of Building Elements have been developed. The first
set is a set of Mandatory Building Elements, which will be required for every project
within Southport. The second set is a list of Optional Building Elements. All projects
within Southport must use a minimum of (4) of the (6) Optional Building Elements in
a significant way in the exterior design of the building.
11. SPECIFIC BUILDING ELEMENT REQUIREMENTS
(Mandatory)
A. Roof Top Mechanical Screens. All roof top mechanical units, including motelhotel
room units, shall be screened from view from public right-of-ways through the use of
permanent architectural screens that are integrated with the overall design of the
building.
1. The screen shall be constructed from the following:
a. Any of the Primary or Secondary Building Materials listed for the building's
project type.
b. Pitched roof or vertical wall elements comprised of standing seam metal
roofing or perforated galvanized panel.
B. Ground Level Mechanical Screens. All ground level mechanical units shall be
screened from view from public right-of-ways through the use of architectural screens
that are integrated with the overall design of the building.
1. The screen shall be constructed from the following:
a. Any of the Primary Building Materials listed for the building's project type.
C. Refuse Screening. All trash or refuse receptacles shall be screened from view from
public right-of-ways through the use of architectural screens that are integrated with
the overall design of the building.
1. The screen shall be constructed from the following:
a. Any of the Primary Building Materials listed for the building's project type.
2. If gates are utilized as part of the screen, they shall be constructed from the
following:
a. Standard detail as shown in appendix R.
3. If the refuse container is integrated with the dock area then the dock screening
shall be sufficient.
D. Dock Screening. All loading docks shall be screened from view from public right-ofways through the use of one of the following:
1. Architectural screens that are integrated with the overall design of the building.
a. The screen shall be constructed from the following:
- Any of the Primary Building Materials listed for the building's project.
2. Landscape screen of a density to screen 80% of the dock area from view within 3
years of planting. View shall be 80% screened all 12 months of the year.
E. Outdoor Storage. All outdoor storage within the Southport development is only
permitted under a separate conditional use permit that may require extensive
screening. Contact the City of La Vista for further information.
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F. Building Lighting. All buildings within the Southport development shall be lit at night
with metal halide color lighting. The lighting shall be tastefully done and shall
highlight entrances, corners, and other architectural features.
111. SPECIFIC BUILDING ELEMENT REQUIREMENTS
(Optional)
A. Awnings. (Optional) Awnings are encouraged to be used as a colorful design element
of Southport. Awnings should be repetitive and used in a significant way within the
overall architecture of the building. Awnings shall be constructed of canvas.
I. Contemporary interpretation (For OfJice Buildings Onlyl.]
a. Awnings may be constructed of metal.
B. Arches (Optional). If arches are used they shall be elliptical flat arches with a
recognizable keystone and extrados. Arches should be repetitive and used in a
significant way within the overall architecture of the building.
I. Contemporary interpretation (For Ofice Buildings Onlyl.
a. Arches may be a stylized elliptical flat arch without a recognizable keystone
and extrados. Arches should be repetitive and used in a significant way within
the overall architecture of the building.
C. Square Columns (Optional). The use of columns in arcades, porticos, and as a plane
changing element is encouraged. All columns shall be square and shall have a
recognizable base, middle, and top. Columns should be repetitive and used in a
significant within the overall architecture of the building. Columns shall be 12 inches
square minimum. Round accent columns may be allowed in a case by case basis.
I. Contemporary Interpretation (For Ofice Buildings Only).
a. Columns shall be square but don't need to have a recognizable base, middle,
and top. Columns shall be repetitive and used in a significant way within the
overall architecture of the building. Columns shall be 8 inches square
minimum. Round accent columns may be allowed in a case by case basis.
D. Pitched Roof (Optional). This element could be fulfilled by having the entire roof of
the building pitched or simply having a major design element with a pitched roof. If a
building has it's entire or significant portion of its roof pitched, it shall have a slope
of 6/12.
E. Arbors (Optional). Arbors, pergolas, and trellises are encouraged. The design and
material choice must be appropriate to the overall design of the building as well as to
the development's historically eclectic style. Colors of the arbors shall be selected
fiom the overall color palettes of the Southport guidelines.
I. Contemporary Interpretation (For OfJice Building Onlyl.
a. The design and material choice must be appropriate to the overall design of
the building as well as to a contemporary eclectic style.
F. Site Furniture (Optional). Site furniture, waste cans, directories, ash urns, guard rails
or railing enclosures, shall be exactly as shown in the illustrations shown in Appendix
P. The color of the site furnishings shall be Verde green. Site planters shall be
traditional in shape and shall be terra cotta in color.
1. Contemporary Interpretation (O@ce Buildings Only).
a. No contemporary interpretations will be allowed for the site furniture element.
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8. COLOR PALETTES
In order to encourage a proper balance of vitality and cohesiveness within the Southport
development, (3) sets of color ranges have been developed. The inspiration for these
color ranges is native Nebraska landscape colors and they have been grouped in the
following categories:
- Major Accent Colors - Appendix M
- Minor Accent Colors - Appendix N
No building shall have more than (5) colors or less than (3) colors. The following items
shall not count as colors:
- Glass (unless it is tinted or reflective and used in a curtain wall system).
- Window mullions
- Mortar and caulk joints
- Signage

Major accent colors may comprise no more than 10% of each building fa~ade.
Minor accent colors may comprise no more than 5% of each building facade.
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9. SIGNAGE

All signage shall comply with the City of La Vista Special Commercial Corridor Sign
Regulations.
Signage requirements specific to the Southport Development are as follows:
- All building signs shall be individual can letters. Color of letters is up to the Building
owner.
- All frontage monument signs shall be internally illuminated and shall be constructed
per Appendix Q.

Refer to:
Appendix Q: Frontage Monument Sign
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10. EXCEPTIONS
The following exceptions may be considered at the discretion of the City of La Vista.

1. BUILDING MATERIAL EXCEPTION FOR RETAIL AND FLEX SPACE OFFICE
BUILDINGS (not allowed for Office Buildings).
a. If the building is properly screened (landscape buffer, another building within a
development, etc.) so that any given faqade cannot be seen from a public right-ofway, then that specific fagade may be constructed entirely of secondary building
materials as outlined for that specific building type.
2. BUILDING MATERIAL EXCEPTION FOR ALL BUILDING TYPES
a. If a particular building goes beyond the norm in complexity and detail of building
forms and/or commonality of materials and colors, then the City of La Vista may
choose to relax the Building Material requirements (e.g. Let stucco or synthetic
stucco (E.I.F.S.) become a primary building material).
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11. PROCESS
SUBDIVISION APPROVAL

PRE-APPLICATION
CONFERENCE (OPTIONAL,):

APPLICATION FOR
DESIGN REVIEW:

All Commercial Building projects within the City of
La Vista need to receive Subdivision approval. As
a condition of its subdivision approval, all
commercial building projects within the Southport
development will have to comply with this
Architectural and Site Design Guidelines. The
Developer shall place maintenance provisions for
Building Design Criteria in restrictive covenants.

A pre-application conference with city staff andlor a
preliminary meeting with the city design review
architect gives the applicant an opportunity to
discuss plans before a great deal of time or money is
expended. If a certain design is inappropriate, the
applicant will know before hand.
The applicant needs to fill out the "Application for
Certificate of Approval" (see Appendix S) and
submit it along with the required submittals. See
Appendix T for a listing of required submittals. The
application fee required for this submittal shall be in
accordance with La Vista's Master Fee Schedule.

DESIGN REVIEW:

The City of La Vista staff in association with the
city design review architect will review the
submittal documents for compliance with the
Architectural and Site Design Guidelines for
Southport.

SCHEDULE OF REVIEWS:

A completed application will take approximately
three weeks to review. (Incomplete applications
may cause a delay).

CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL:

Upon a successful review the City of La Vista will
issue to the applicant a Certificate of Approval. A
copy of this will need to be included with the
Building Permit documents in order to receive a
Building Permit.
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APPEALS:

In the event where the Applicant, city staff and
city design review architect cannot come to an
agreement, the applicant may appeal the decision
by requesting an amendment to the Subdivision
Agreement from the La Vista City Council.

OCCUPANCY PERMIT:

After the building permit is issued, all design
requirements must be completed as approved in
order for an Occupancy Certificate to be issued.

1

MAINTENANCE OF DESIGN
REQUlREMENTS:
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The Applicant needs to maintain the Design
Requirements for the life of the project. In the
event that they fail to do so, the City may revoke
the Occupancy Permit.
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I

12. APPENDIX A: Corner Streetscape Layout

I

3 LIGHT FIXTURES BY LOT OWNER
SEE APPENDIX H
PUBLIC STREET
1 September 2002

Southport Design Guidelines
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13. APPENDIX B: Corner Streetscape Planting

BERMED ANNUAL FLOWER PLANTING
BY SOUTHPORT COMMON AREA ASSOCIATION
1 September 2002

Soutl~portDesign Guidelines
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14. APPENDIX C: Non-Corner Streetscape Concept

Southport Design Cuidelincs
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15. APPENDIX D: Exterior Property Line Plantings

PRIMARY STREET FRONTAGE
Minimum 20 foot wide green space along 1-80,126'~Street, Harrison Street and Giles
Road. Repeat landscape shown every 150 feet. Plant types are listed in Appendix G. When
screening the interstate fence, berming not to exceed a 3:l slope, sodding (or seeding if
approved) and two varieties of type C shrubs selected from the list in Appendix G are
required.
Minimum area of sod shall be 20' from property line.
Mulch shall be locally available hardwood. (Natural color only.)

Scale lV=20'-0"

1 September 2002

Southport Design Guidelines
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16. APPENDIX E: Interior Property Line Plantings

1

I
J

Scale I"= 20'-0"

I September 2002
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17. APPENDIX F: Street Tree List

120THSTEZEET = AUTUMN PURPLE ASH
I

GILES ROAD = SYCAMORE
PORT GRACE BLVD. = NORTHERN RED OAK

I

I

I

1 2 6 STEZEET
~ ~
= RED SUNSET MAPLE

I

SOUTHPORT PKWY = RED SUNSET MAPLE

)

HEART OF AMERICA LOOP DR. = GINKGO
BILOBA

1
1

I

HEART OF AMERICA DRIVE SOUTH = AUTUMN
PURPLE ASH

I

i

TYPE

I

i

A

II
I

1

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

I AUTUMN PURPLE ASH

II

I

11
1

J

A

SYCAMORE

SIZE

METHOD

FRAXINUS AMERICANA 'AUTUMN
PURPLE'

3" CAL

B&B

PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS

3" CAL

B&B

/

QUERCUS
RUBRA
*T/NO
RED R
OAK T
HE
RN

II

I'

1

il

I

J

A

GINGKO

GINGKO BILOBA

3" CAL

B&B

A

RED SUNSET MAPLE

ACER RUBRUM 'RED SUNSET'

3" CAL

B&B

1 Scptcmbcr 2002

Southport Dcsign Cuidclincs
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18. APPENDIX G : Plant List

I

~ITYPE 1
I

'

'
I

I

I

I

BOTANICAL NAME

AUTUMNPURPLE ASH

A

SYCAMORE

A

SIZE

FRAXINUS AMERICANA 'AUTUMN
PURPLE'
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS

I NORTHERN RED OAK

-

I METHOD!
I

I

A

i

(

COMMON NAME

I

1

3" CAL

B&B

3" CAL

B&B

3" CAL

B&B

-

QUERCUS RUBRA
-

-

A

SHADEMASTER HONEY
LOCUST

GLEDTSIA TRIACANTHOS INERMIS
'SHADEMASTER'

3" CAL

B&B

A

RED SUNSETMAPLE

ACER RUBRUM 'RED SUNSET'

3" CAL

B&B

3" CAL

B&B

1

11

1 .

,(

-

A

i'

I

GINGKO

GINGKO BILOBA

SARGENT CRAB

MALUS 'SARGENTII'

21/2" CAL

B&B

B

SPRING SNOW
CRABAPPLE

MALUS 'SPRING SNOW'

2112" CAL

B&B

B

INDIAN MAGIC
CRABAPPLE

MALUS 'INDIAN MAGIC'

2112" CAL

B&B

B

DOWNEY HAWTHORNE

CRATAEGUS CRUSGALLI

2112" CAL

B&B

B

SHADBLOW
SERVICEBERRY

AMELANCHIER CANADENSIS

2112" CAL

B&B

C

ARROW-WOOD
VIBURNUM

VIBURNUM DENTATUM

5 GAL

CONT.

VARIGATED REDTWIG
DOGWOOD

CORNUS ALBA 'ARGENTEO
MARGINATA'

I.
'
I. B

I

I

I '

-

rl

1

11

1
\

1
1

'

)

1
1
11
i

li
I
I[
11

I

C
I

I

C

I
I MISS KIM LILAC
1 RED BARBERRY

I September 2002

I

I SYRINGA MEYERI
I BERBERIS THUNBERGII

Southport Design Guidelines
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I

5GAL
-

5 GAL

I
I

CONT.
CONT.

1
5 CONT.
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18. APPENDIX G: Plant List

4

I 1

I

TYPE

I(

(I
I
J

4

COMMON NAME

SIZE

METHOD

D

DENSEYEW

TAXIS DENSIFORMIS

18-24"

CONT.

D

SEA GREEN JUNIPER

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS 'SEA
GREEN'

5 GAL

CONT.

E

ANTHONY WATER SPIREA SPIRAEA 'ANTHONY WATERER'

2 GAL

CONT.

E

GOLDFLAME SPIREA

SPIRAEA 'GOLDFLAME'

2 GAL

CONT.

E

KNOCKOUT ROSE

ROSA 'KNOCKOUT'

2 GAL

CONT.

F

BLUERUG JUNIPER

JLJNIPERUS CHINENSIS

2 GAL

CONT.

F

DWARF JAPGARDEN
JUNIPER

JUNIPERUS PROCUMBENS 'NANA'

2 GAL

CONT.

G

STELLA D'ORO DAYLILLY

HEMEROCALIS 'STELLA D'ORO'

1 GAL

CONT.

G

AUTUMNJOY SEDUM

SEDUM AUTUMN JOY

1 GAL

CONT.

G

SUNNY BORDER BLUE
SPEEDWELL

VERONICA 'SUNNY BORDER BLUE'

1 GAL

CONT.

G

BLANKET FLOWER

GALLARDIA GRANDIFLORA BABY
'COLE'

1 GAL

CONT.

G

SHASTA DAISY

CHRYSANTHEMUM SUPERBUM
'SHASTA DAISY'

1 GAL

CONT.

I

'I

BOTANICAL NAME

I[
1
11

i
'I1

II
1

I(

I

11
I

I!

'

II

i
'I

1

II
)
II

I
11

i
II

i
I1
1

II

i

I September 2002
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19. APPENDIX H: Site Lighting - Pedestrian Plaza And Feature Lights

I
'
A~uminumk Steel Post

!h&

II

Post shall be alurninum and steel construction,
consisting of an 1I-gaUge. 8-sharp flat flute steel shak
with a custom tenon for lumlnalre arm muntlna. and a
spun alumlnum sllpover base. A handhole is lo-dated
near the shatt base for wiring access.

.&Ex

I

Luminaire arm shall be a two-way of steel construction,
consisting of center extenslan with ball finial. (2) upswept
arms with =st aluminum end filters With 1 1R'NPT
f i n g for lurrrinalre mounting. The crossarm measures
36" from post center to luminaire centers.
Cumin*,
Luminalre shall be 17 1/20x fa" tall with fiat lens panel..
cast aluminum ballast housing and rnunich-series
lurnlnalre dome.

.

II

Lumlnalre shall be furnished with a high intensity
discharge ballast and horizontalsocket assembly.

I

Post shall be furnished bWi (4) 3 1 4 " ~17" x 3" hot-dip
galvanized L-type anchor bolts, to be installed with a
3 IQ" projection each.

mlidx

Post, arm, and luminaires shall be furnished wittr a
powder coat finish.

II

GREEN
COLOR

a-1

II

CUSlUICSOBCASIBK:

CUSARM7UZ-CASBK:ZEUSFNBK-HlDNoltage
--

1 September 2002

-

--

I

%ware
shall be rtanless steel. All easily
accessible exterior hardware shall be tarnper-resistant
Post Helght 14-0"
Overall Height: 1s'-On
Base Diameter: 16 9/16"0

ANTIOUE Street Lamus
MI 1 8 Wed Ruridber~Lane

Southport Design Guidelines

(614QTIdW

AUsUn, TX 98768
Fax(SlaQ77-
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I

19. APPENDIX H: Site L(ghting- Luminaries

Please see the following 4 pages for details

I

I September 2002

Southport Design Guidelines
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EML25

Catalog
Number

Munich Pendant
Eurotique Family

Notes

Type

Hit the Tab key or mouse over the page to see all interactive elements.

Introduction
The Munich is a European-styled pendant luminaire
suitable for use with a variety of Eurotique
decorative arms and poles.

Speciﬁcations

25”
(63.5cm)

1.86 ft2

EPA:
Height:

Intended for use in pedestrian areas such as
retail environments, public parks, city centers and
commercial areas or other spaces with decorative
requirements and a contemporary theme.

25"

Diameter:

25"

Weight:

60 lbs
25”
(63.5cm)

EXAMPLE: EML25 ST 63LED 350MA 4K GCF 120 R3 DDBXD

Ordering Information
EML25
Series
EML25

Base
ST Smooth
RT Ringed
FLT Fluted

Performance Package
49LED 350MA
49LED 525MA
63LED 350MA
63LED 525MA

5,000 lumens
6,700 lumens
6,000 lumens
8,200 lumens

Color
Temperature
3K
4K
5K

3000K
4000K
5000K

Lens Option
GCF
GCSG

Glass clear ﬂat
Glass clear sag

Voltage
MVOLT
120
208
240
277
347
480

Distribution
R2
R3
R4
R5

Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
Type 5

Finish
DDBXD
DBLXD
DNAXD
DWHXD
ANBK
ANDB
ANDG
ANVG
DSPA

Super durable dark bronze
Super durable black
Super durable natural aluminum
Super durable white
Antique black
Antique dark bronze
Antique dark green
Antique verde green

Per Design Engineer of
Record requirements
for design

Use this base part #
EML25 FLT P40HO 4K GCF MVOLT Rx QSM DSPA MEZxxx/ BHC QSM FITTER DSPA

One Lithonia Way • Conyers, Georgia 30012 • Phone: 800.705.7378 • www.acuitybrands.com
© 2013-2020 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. All rights reserved.
COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR

EML25
Rev. 09/02/20
Page 1 of 4

Base
Select Your Options From
Base

Description

ST

Smooth Base

RT

Ringed Base

FT

Fluted Base

Notes:
Must select ST, RT, or FT style.

ST
Smooth

RT
Ringed

FT
Fluted

Performance Package
Select Your Choice From

63 LED Light Engine Module

Performance Package

Description

49LED 350MA

49 chips, 350 mA

49LED 525MA

49 chips, 525 mA

63LED 350MA

63 chips, 350 mA

63LED 525MA

63 chips, 525 mA

3000K CCT (opt)
Performance Package

Watts

49LED 350mA

59

49LED 525mA

87

63LED 350mA

74

63LED 525mA

110

3000K CCT (opt)

3000K CCT (opt)

Distribution
R2
R3
R4
R5
R2
R3
R4
R5
R2
R3
R4
R5
R2
R3
R4
R5

Lumens

Eﬃcacy

Lumens

Eﬃcacy

Lumens

Eﬃcacy

4,495
4,780
4,669
4,955
6,030
6,412
6,264
6,648
5,434
5,779
5,645
5,991
7,322
7,786
7,605
8,072

76
81
79
84
69
74
72
76
73
78
76
81
67
71
69
73

4,994
5,311
5,188
5,506
6,700
7,125
6,960
7,387
6,038
6,421
6,272
6,657
8,135
8,651
8,450
8,969

85
90
88
93
77
82
80
85
82
87
85
90
74
79
77
82

4,994
5,311
5,188
5,506
6,700
7,125
6,960
7,387
6,038
6,421
6,272
6,657
8,135
8,651
8,450
8,969

85
90
88
93
77
82
80
85
82
87
85
90
74
79
77
82

Data is considered accurate as of the revision date, shown in the highest operating temperature available.
Antique Street Lamps reserves the right to modify speciﬁcations without notice.

Color Temp
Select Your Options From
Color Temp

CCT

3K

3000K

4K

4000K

5K

5000K

One Lithonia Way • Conyers, Georgia 30012 • Phone: 800.705.7378 • www.acuitybrands.com
© 2013-2020 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. All rights reserved.
COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR

EML25
Rev. 09/02/20
Page 2 of 4

Lens Option
Select Your Options From
25”
(63.5cm)

25”
(63.5cm)

25”
(63.5cm)

Lens

Description

GCF

Glass, Clear Flat (Standard)

GCSG

Glass, Clear Sag

26.5”
(67.3cm)

Notes:
Nighttime Friendly™ distributions available with GCF lens only.

GCF
Glass, Clear Flat

GCSG
Glass, Clear Sag

Voltage
Select Your Options From

MVOLT driver operates on any line voltage from 120 - 277V (50/60Hz)

Voltage

Description

MVOLT

MVOLT

120

120V

208

208V

240

240V

277

277V

347

347V

480

480V

Distribution
Select Your Options From
Street
Side

Distribution

House
Side
LEGEND
0.1 fc
0.5 fc
1.0 fc

R2
Type II
Distributes light slightly
ahead of luminaire location
with signiﬁcant lateral
spread.

R3
Type III
Provides light farther ahead
of the luminaire than a Type
II pattern but maintains a
signiﬁcant lateral spread.

R4
Type IV
Sharp Cutoﬀ
Distributes light almost
exclusively forward with an
emphasis on eliminating
light trespass and spill light
behind the pole.

COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR

Type II

R3

Type III

R4

Type IV

R5

Type V

R5
Type V
Provides improved uniformity
with a variance of the Type
V distribution with a slightly
square pattern compared to
the regular Type V.

One Lithonia Way • Conyers, Georgia 30012 • Phone: 800.705.7378 • www.acuitybrands.com
© 2013-2020 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. All rights reserved.

Description

R2

EML25
Rev. 09/02/20
Page 3 of 4

Finish
Select Your Options From
The luminaire has a powder coat ﬁnish utilizing a premium TGIC
polyester powder. The ﬁnish is a three-stage process which consists of
drying, powder application and curing. Before coating, the parts are
treated with a ﬁve-stage pretreatment process, consisting of a heated
alkaline cleaner, rinse, phosphate coating, rinse and sealant.
For a complete listing of colors, visit:
www.acuitybrandslighting.com/architecturalcolors

Notes:
• Consult factory for RAL colors or custom color matching.

Finish

Description

DDBXD

Super durable dark bronze

DBLXD

Super durable black

DNAXD

Super durable natural aluminum

DWHXD

Super durable white

ANBK

Antique black

ANDB

Antique dark bronze

ANDG

Antique dark green

ANVG

Antique verde green

DSPA

Traffic Grey

Swatch

Refer to website

Data is considered accurate as of the revision date shown.
Antique Street Lamps reserves the right to modify speciﬁcations without notice.

Installation
The luminaire is installed with a 1.5” female NPT at the top for mounting to the Eurotique 5” diameter arms. The luminaire
shall be gasketed and mounted on an aluminum ring which is hinged to the skirt and furnished with a captive screw for easy
relamping. The driver assembly shall be furnished with a quick disconnect plug and mount on a removeable driver plate.

Cast Aluminum Plumb Housing (Eurotique™ 5" Arm)
1.5” Aluminum Swivel Nipple (Eurotique™ 5" Arm)
Stainless Steel Socket Set Screw

Quick Disconnect Plug
Cast Aluminum Ballast Housing

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
INTENDED USE
This European-styled pendant or wall mount decorative luminaire is perfect for area lighting in retail,
city-center, pedestrian areas or any other space with decorative requirements with a contemporary
theme.
CONSTRUCTION
This luminaire consists of a driver housing with an attached skirt to shield the source from view
while allowing the widest distribution. The light source is protected by your choice of a ﬂat or
sag-glass lens and assembled with stainless steel hardware. Driver and light engine assembly
mount on a removeable assembly plate and are furnished with quick-disconnect plugs for ease of
installation and maintenance.
FINISH
Exterior parts are protected by a zinc-infused Super Durable TGIC thermoset powder coat ﬁnish
that provides superior resistance to corrosion and weathering. A tightly controlled multi-stage
process ensures a minimum 3 mils thickness for a ﬁnish that can withstand extreme climate
changes without cracking or peeling.
OPTICS
Precision acrylic refractive optics for optimum light distribution through the ﬂat or sag glass lens.
Light engines are available in 3000K, 4000K or 5000K with a color rendering index (CRI) of 70 and is
shielded by the skirt which blocks the view of the source from high angles.

ELECTRICAL
Light engine consists of either 49 or 63 high-efﬁciency LEDs mounted to a metal core circuit
board and aluminum heat sink ensuring optimal thermal management and long life. Class 1
electronic driver is designed to have a power factor > 90%, THD< 20% and an expected life of
100,000 hours.
INSTALLATION
Mounts via a 1-1/2” NPT threaded swivel nipple to the Urban 4” or 5” diameter arms (specify
PNJP6 option when ordering 4” arm) see arm speciﬁcation sheets for details on mounting
options.
LISTINGS
CSA certiﬁed to U.S. and Canadian standards and labeled as suitable for wet locations.
WARRANTY
5-year limited warranty. Complete warranty terms located at:
www.acuitybrands.com/support/customer-support/terms-and-conditions
Note: Actual performance may differ as a result of end-user environment and application.
All values are design or typical values, measured under laboratory conditions at 25C.
Speciﬁcations subject to change without notice.

One Lithonia Way • Conyers, Georgia 30012 • Phone: 800.705.7378 • www.acuitybrands.com
© 2013-2020 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Catalog Number

REQUIRED ARM
FITTER

Notes

Type

PHOTOCONTROL
RECEPTACLE

BHDF SERIES
BOSTON HARBOUR STYLE

Specifications
General Description
The Boston Harbour style decorative arm fitter is designed to
replicate the look of period cast arm mounts.
Materials
The fitter body, top cover, and door assembly shall be heavy
wall cast aluminum. All mounting and locking hardware shall
be stainless steel.
Function
The fitter is designed to be used on 2" horizontal arms with
pendant luminaires having either a quick stem mount (QSM)
or a 1.5NPT (NPT) as the selected mounting method.
Mounting Options
• QSM: The quick stem mount significantly simplify
installation, ensures that the luminaire is hanging properly
and does not require pipe dope. The swivel action on the
stem allows for +/- 4 degree adjustment from vertical. The
contoured door (with integral lanyard) is removed to allow
the stem to engage inside the fitter. The door is replaced to
the capture the luminaire stem.
• NPT15S or NPT15R: The 1.5NPT requires pipe dope. There
are two NPT mounting options, the swivel (NPT15S) and
the rigid (NPT15R)

Decorative Arm Fitter

Installation
The fitter is provided with (2) U-bolts, washers and nuts and (2)
leveling set screws that lock the fitter to a nominal 2" horizontal
arm and allow a +/- 5 degree adjustment from horizontal to
the fitter. (3) set screws lock either the QSM stem or NPT15S
threaded male connector in place. The cast top cover can be
removed to allow access to the inside of the fitter to facilitate
wire connections. (3) set screws lock the cover to the fitter.
Finish
• Utilize a polyester powder coat paint to ensure maximum
durability.
• Rigorous multi-stage pre-treating and painting process
yields a finish that achieves a scribe creepage rating of 8
(per ASTM D1654) after over 5000 hours exposure to salt
fog chamber (operated per ASTM B117) on standard and
RAL finish options.
• RAL (RALxxxxSDCR) paint colors are Super Durable Corrosion
Resistant, 80% gloss.
Warranty
2-year limited warranty. Complete warranty terms located at:
www.acuitybrands.com/support/warranty/terms-andconditions
Note: Actual performance may differ as a result of end-user
environment and application.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

DIMENSIONAL DATA
10.54
10.54

10.54
10.54

10.54

10.54
10.54

10.54

10.54

3.313.31

3.313.31

3.313.31

3.31

3.31

3.31
9.269.26

11.53
11.53

9.26

11.29
11.29

11.53

11.29

7.677.67
7.67
7.667.66

7.667.66

7.66

QSM Mounting

7.66

NPT15S Mounting

NPT15R Mounting

10.54

10.54

3.31

3.31

9.26

TPRCSXX Accessory

QSM Mounting with PR3E or PR7E option

11.53

7.67

7.66

Holophane | 3825 Columbus Rd., Granville, OH 43023 | Phone: 866-HOLOPHANE | www.holophane.com
© 2009-2021 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. All rights reserved. Rev. 04/26/21 Specifications subject to change without notice.
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BHDF SERIES
BOSTON HARBOUR STYLE

Decorative Arm Fitter

ORDERING INFORMATION
Series
BHDF

Example: BHDF QSM BK PR7E PCLL
Size

Harbor Decorative
Arm Fitter

NPT15S
NPT15R
QSM

Finish
Pendant 1.50 NPT Swivel
Pendant 1.50 NPT Rigid
Quick Stem Mount

BK
BZ
DB
GH
GN
GR
PP
SL
WH
CMC
CTBS
RALxxxxSDCR

Options
Black
Bronze
Dark Blue
Graphite
Green
Gray
Prime Painted
Silver
White
Customer matching color
Standard color to be selected
RAL Super Durable Corrision
Resistant, 80% Gloss Paint,
replace xxxx with RAL number.

PR3E External Mounted NEMA Twist Lock Photocontrol Receptacle - 3 PIN
PR7E External Mounted NEMA Twist Lock Dimming Photocontrol
Receptacle - 7 PIN
SH Shorting cap
PCLL Long Life DTL Twistlock Photocontrol for Solid State, MVOLT
P34 Long Life DTL Twistlock Photocontrol for Solid State, 347V
P48 Long Life DTL Twistlock Photocontrol for Solid State, 480V

Accessories
TPRCSXX Twistlock Photocontrol Cover Assembly with Spike Finial
Note:
Cover will only work with PR3E or PR73 with Acuity's PCLL, P34, P48, SH or other like devices
equal in dimension.

Holophane | 3825 Columbus Rd., Granville, OH 43023 | Phone: 866-HOLOPHANE | www.holophane.com
© 2009 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. All rights reserved. Rev. 04/26/21 Specifications subject to change without notice.
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20. APPENDIX I: Site Lighting - Parking Lot Lights

--

--

--

-Custom Seties
Aluminum & Steel Post

msi
Post shall be alurnlnum and steel constructjon,
consisting of an 1lgauge, 8-sharp flat flde steel shaff
with a custom tenon for lurninaire arm mounting, and a
spun aluminum slipover base. A handhole is located
near the shaft base for wiring access.
I

m

Luminalre arm shall be of steel construction, consisting
of center extension with ball finial, an upswept arm ~h
cast aluminum end f i e r with 1 lRNNPTfitting for
luminaire mounting. The cmssam measures 51 1 ~ ' '
from post center to luminalre center.
Luminalre shall be 2 5 " 0 x 23" tall with flat lens panel,
cast alurnlnum ballast housing and munich-series
luminaire dome.
Luminalre shall be fumlshed
a high intensity
discharge ballast and horizontal socket assembly.

Post shall be furnished with (4) I" Y 3V x 3"hot-dip
gatvanired L-type anchor bolts, to be installed with a
4 1B"pmjection each.

Finis&.
Post arm, and luminaire shall be furnished h t h a
powder coat finish.

Anchorare Detail
ierr

011' bolt-ckcle
12 518' bolt-drde
0'

&h?i

All hardware shall be stainless steel. All easily
accessible exterior hardware shall be tamper resislant
Overall Height: 35'6"
Post Helght 30'-0"
Base Diameter. 16 0/16"0
&fa:

~~~3'0116~08-CASIBK:
CUSARM41HCASff3K:EULMIBKHlDNoltage

I September 2002

Southport Design Guidelines

usls:

PINTTQUE Street Lamp
201 1-0
Rundberg Lana
(51 2) 077-8444

Audin, TX fa768
Fax (6 12) 977-0622
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custAlumhum & S tee1 Post

rn
Post shall be aluminum and steel constructlon,
consisting of an I l g a u g e . B-sharp fiat flute steel shan
wlth a custom tenon for lumlnaire arm mounting, and a
spun aluminum slipover base. A handhole is located
near the shaft base for wiring access.

Ams

Lumlnalre arm shall be a two-way of steel constructisn,
consisting of center extension with ball finial (2) upswept
arms with cast aluminum end fitters with 1 1Q"NPT
fitting for luminalre mounting. The crossarm measures
51 1Q" from post center to luminaire centers.
Cuminaire shall be 25-0x 23" tall with flat lens panel,
cast aluminum ballast housing and munich-series
lumlnaire d o v .
Luminalre shall be furnished with a high intensity
discharge ballast and horizontal socket assembly.

Anchoraw
Post shali be furnished lvith (4) 1" x 38' x 3" hotdip
g a h n l z e d L-type anchor bolts, to be Installed with a
4 llS" projection each.

Finish:
Post, arm, and luminaires shall be furnished with a
%lace powder coat finish.

h c h o r a v e Detail
0 1 6 6/16 base

0 1 id
bancircle

012 518" boitclrdc

Notee;
All hardware shall be stainless steel. All easily

accessible exterior hardware shall be tamper resistant
Post Height 30'4"
Overall Height 35'-On
Base Diameter: 18 9/16"0

04-27-01
C.W.

~~~30116~0~-CASIBK:
CUSARM82/2-CASiBK:2EUWBK-HIDNoItage

ISeptember 2002

2011-8 N d Rundbrg Lam
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21. APPENDIX J: Brick Color Ranges

Southwrt Design Guidelines

22. APPENDIX K: Natural Or Composite Stone Color Ranges

80% Bucks County $outhem Ledgatone (CSV-2056)
20% Bucks County Dressed Fiddsto~!(CSV-2WO)

-

80% Rustic Southern Le@&one (CSV-2055) E.:$-: :.
20% Bmndwvine Dressed Fieldstone (CSV-2029)
-

1 September 2002

:.

80% Chardonnay Southern Ledgestone (CSV-2054)
2% Chardonnay Dressed Fieldstone (CSV-2042)
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23. APPENDIX L: Standing Seam Metal Roofine Color Ranges

-

SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINT COLOR.

1 September 2002
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24. APPENDIX M: Maior Accent Color Ranees

I.: .

an, b j l p ' ~
SHERWIN WILLIAMS I 9lNT COLOR.

Southport Design Guidelincs
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25. APPENDIX N: Minor Accent Color Ranges

I

PAINT COLOR.
I September 2002

Renwick Beige

Extra White

--

-

SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINT COLOR.

1 September 2002
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27.APPENDIX P: Site Furnishings

-..-,-

r

W t C-ONHELL SERIES
(Patent

McCmell bench wlback 4'
McCo1111ellbench w/back 6'
McConnell bench w h k 8'
MC14
McConnellflat bench 4'
MC16
M c C d flat bench 6'
MC18
McConnell flat bench 8'
MC3-22 McConnell litter 22 gal.
MC3-32 McConnell litter 32 gal.
MC5
McConnellashum
MCAS McCol~~lell
a s W combo

MCZ4

No. D e s . 4 1 3 , 4 4 9 )

MC26
MC28

I

C.'

All site furnishings shall be McConnell series benches with back, Mc24, Mc26,
Mc28; McConnell ash urn, Mc5, M d a , and trash receptacles, Me3-22,Mc3-32.
All shall be turtle green RAL6009 powder coated fmish.
Manufactured by Keystone Ridge Designs. 1-800-284-8208

1 September 2002
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I

28. APPENDIX Q: Monument Sign

Each lot shall be allowed one monument sign located 10' from the property line.
Monument sign height shall be 10'-0". Maximum size of sign shall be 50 square feet.
The sign may be double sided. The entire surface face of the sign construction shall
be counted to the total square footage of the sign.
The sign shall be similar in construction to the example shown with the base being
brick and precast and the upper part being an all natural aluminum cabinet with
internally illuminated letters.

1 September ZOO2
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29. APPENDIX R: Refuse Screen Gate

OWUBLE STEEL BANf GATE HINGE
Y1 [AEESE ZIRK. PAINT

FlXm STEEL BAM COLLAR. P A I N
GATE C(rSSTfllKTI0EI:
2 . ~ 6 ' nBE S l E L M
15 GA. TED E T A 1 1518'
DIA. 1' STG. CTRS 35XOIA)
6*x6'x114' S E L (IJSKI PLATES
112' STEEL ROO WI TLBBUO(LE
8' STEEL PIPE YI 114' W PLATE
(RKL YELO). FILL PIPE MI CONCRm

1' OIA. STEEL RCU C A E BOLT IHTO 2'
0th. HOLE Baa. PROVIDE FREE
DRAINING HATERIN E L M WE M E
24' DIA x 54' CONC. HXWUTlOH
WI 1 - 84's VERT. AED a4 HaU. TIES

I September 2002
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30. APPENDIX S.

!
i

Application for Certificate of Approval

APPLICATION FOR
CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL
La Vista Building Design Criteria Review

I

I

f
I

Project Name:

Submittal Date:

Address of Site:

Zoning District:

Name of OwnerManager's Representative:

Title:

Address:

Phone:

Name of Designer's Firm or Studio:
Address:

Phone:

Name of Designer's Representative:

Title:

i

Application for :

I

Other:

Sign

Bldg.

Landscaping

Lighting

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY - DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL
La Vista Building Design Criteria Review

This certifies that the "exterior design features" related to the above permit(s) for the site listed
above have been approved by the City of La Vista, subject to the conditions stipulated in the
minutes shown below.
Planning Director
Date

1 September 2002
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31. APPENDIX T.
Submittal Requirements
All exhibits required for the permanent file (noted in the following paragraphs) must be able to
be reduced to "legal size" (8-112" x 17") by folding, photo reduction, etc. However, larger
mounting boards, material samples, or other exhibits not meeting this criteria may be used for
presentation purposes.
Three (3) black and white prints (one of which shall be colored) of the following required
drawings shall be submitted to the City for presentation to the Design Review Staff and
architect.

An adequate number of color photographs are required to illustrate the existing nature of the
proposed site, including any existing buildings and other existing features as well as the context
of the proposed site. Photos may also be used to illustrate installations on other sites that are
similar to the applicant's proposal.

A. BUILDING CONSTRUCION, EXTERIOR REMODELING, AND ADDITIONS
(INCLUDING PARKING LOTS AND LANDSCAPING) SUBMITTAL
REQUIREMENTS
1. Site Plan. A site plan is required containing the following information:
a. Scale and north arrow;
b. Address of site;
c. All property and street pavement lines;
d. Existing and proposed contours;
e. Gross area of tract stated in square feet;
f. If parking is involved, show calculations for determining the required number of offstreet parking spaces as required by the City's zoning ordinance. Give the number of
spaces actually proposed. Give the maximum number of employees, customers, and
office vehicles that would be at the facility at any one time;
g. Proposed ingress and egress to the site, including on-site parking area(s), parking
stalls, and adjacent streets. Delineate traffic flow with directional arrows and
indicate the location of direction signs or other motorist's aids (if any);
h. Calculations for determining the required number of trees to be placed within the
proposed parking area must be shown, as well as the designation of required buffer
screens (if any) between the parking area and adjacent property;

1 September 2002
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i. Location of all isolated trees having a diameter of six (6) inches or more. (Tree
masses may be shown with a diagrammatic outline and a written inventory of
individual trees included.)
j. Existing landscaping that will be retained and proposed landscaping shall be
differentiated and shown on the plan. The type, size, number, and spacing of all
plantings must be illustrated;
k. Location of all existing (to remain) and proposed buildings on the site and all
buildings within fifty (50) feet of the site's boundaries;
1. Location of all existing (to remain) and proposed lighting standards.
m. Finished sidewalk locations - in, around and outside of lot.
2. Elevations. Complete elevations of all proposed construction and related elevations of
existing structures (if any) are required containing the following information:
a. Scale;
b. All signs to be mounted on the elevations;
c. Designation of the kind, color, and texture of all primary materials to be used.
3. Material Samples. Material samples are required for all major materials. Sample size
may not exceed 8-112" x 14". Two sets are required.

B. FREE-STANDING GROUND SIGNS SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Site Plan. A site plan is required containing the following information:
a. Scale and north arrow;
b. Address of site;
c. All property and street pavement lines;
d. Proposed ingress and egress to site, including on-site parking area(s), parking stalls,
and adjacent streets. Delineate the traffic flow with directional arrows and indicate
the location of direction signs and other motorist's aids (if any);
e. Location of existing and proposed landscaping;
f. Location and height of all buildings on the site and all buildings within fifty (50) feet
of the site's boundaries;
g. Location and height of all existing (to remain) and proposed signs on the site. Show
required setbacks for sign from property lines;
2. Elevation. An elevation is required of each face of the proposed sign showing the
following information:
a. All specifications including size of letters and graphics;
C. WALL SIGN SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
1 . Sign Drawing. A scaled drawing of each face of the proposed wall sign is required
showing the following information:
a. All size specifications, including the size of letters and graphics;
b. Description of sign and frame materials and colors;
2. Elevation. An elevation drawn to scale of the entire wall of the building to which the
sign is to be fixed, correctly locating the sign.

D. LIGHTING SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Site Plan. A site plan is required containing the following information:
a. Scale and north arrow;
b. Address of site;
c. All property and street pavement lines;
1 September 2002
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d. Proposed ingress and egress to the site, including on-site parking area(s), parking
stalls, and adjacent streets;
e. Existing landscaping that will be retained and proposed landscaping;
f. Location and height of all existing (to remain) and proposed buildings on the site
and all buildings within fifty (50) feet of the site's boundaries;
g. Location of all existing (to remain) and proposed lighting standards, and
circumference area that will be lighted by each standard.
2. Lighting Standard Drawing. A scaled drawing of the proposed lighting standard(s) is
required and should contain the following information:
a. All size specifications;
b. Information on lighting intensity (number of watts, isofootcandle diagram, etc.);
c. Materials, colors.

I September 2002
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